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Big-O Notation: A function f(x) = O(g(x)) if and only if there exists a positive
real number c such that
|f(x)| ≤ c|g(x)| for all x
∼: For f(n) and φ(n) positive functions of n, as n→∞, f/φ→ 1,
: (Vinogradov Notation)






= (1− a)(1− aq)(1− aq2) . . . (1− aqn−1)
(a)n = (a; q)n
(a, b, c, d, . . . ; q)n = (a; q)n(b; q)n(c; q)n(d; q)n . . .
vi
Abstract
Additive enumeration problems, such as counting the number of integer parti-
tions, lie at the intersection of various branches of mathematics including combi-
natorics, number theory, and analysis. Extending partitions to integer unimodal
sequences has also yielded interesting combinatorial results and asymptotic formu-
lae, which form the subject of this thesis.
Much like the important work of Hardy and Ramanujan [11] proving the asymp-
totic formula for the partition function, Auluck [8] and Wright [26] gave similar
formulas for unimodal sequences. Following the circle method of Wright, we pro-
vide the asymptotic expansion for unimodal sequences with odd parts. This is then
generalized to a two-parameter family of mixed congruence relations, with parts
on one side with parts on one side up to the peak satisfying r (mod m) and parts
on the other side −r (mod m), and an asymptotic formula is provided. Techniques
used in the proofs include Wright’s circle method, modular transformations, and




A major fact that governs the field of elementary number theory is the Funda-
mental Theorem of Arithmetic (see [10]), which states that for any number n ∈ N,
we can decompose it in terms of its prime factors. Formally, we can express n as a
product of primes:
n = pe11 · pe22 · pe33 . . . perr ,
where the pi’s are distinct primes with exponents ei ∈ N. This provides a unique
factorization of natural numbers when writing them multiplicatively.
However, when we consider ways to break down numbers additively, there are
various ways to write them in terms of sums of integers. A partition requires that
the numbers are written from greatest to smallest (non-increasing order). The
prodigious Indian mathematician Srinivasa Ramanujan, along with G.H. Hardy
[11], was able to give an asymptotic formula, showing the exponential growth for
the number of partitions for large n.
Relaxing the conditions of ordering even more gives way to unimodal sequences,
and asymptotic formulas for these were discovered by Auluck [8] and E.M. Wright
[26]. A thorough survey of these unimodal sequences is given by Bringmann and
Mahlburg in [13].
By restricting the parts of the unimodal sequences, some interesting things hap-
pen when trying to count them for large n. Finding asymptotics and exploring
different congruence relations on the parts is the main focus of this study, which
requires knowledge of complex analysis, basic hypergeometric functions, and mod-
ular forms.
1
1.1 Statement of Main Results
We start with the basic definition of partitions and lay down some of the relevant
theorems that are extended to the main results of the paper.
Definition. A partition λ of a natural number n ∈ N is an ordered sum of
non-increasing integers (parts) λ1 . . . λr equaling n. Formally
λ 7→ λ1 + λ2 + · · ·+ λr = n
with
λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λr ≥ 1.
The partition function p(n) counts the number of partitions of size n. The 7
partitions of size 5 are shown below, so p(5) = 7:
5, 4 + 1, 3 + 2, 3 + 1 + 1,
2 + 2 + 1, 2 + 1 + 1 + 1, 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1.
In 1918, Hardy and Ramanujan published a paper [11] providing an asymptotic









When adding restrictions to the parts so that each part is r (mod m) and letting










































Slightly relaxing the restriction on the ordering of the parts by allowing them to
increase to a peak and decrease down the other side, we have unimodal sequences.
Definition. A unimodal sequence or ”stack” of size n is a sequence of non-zero









1 ≤ a1 ≤ a2 ≤ · · · ≤ ar ≤ c > bs ≥ · · · ≥ b2 ≥ b1 (1.2)
The stacks of size n will include partitions of n while adding extra sequences.
The stacks of 4 are
4, 3 + 1, 2 + 2, 2 + 1 + 1,
1 + 3, 1 + 2 + 1, 1 + 1 + 1 + 1
3
Letting s(n) be the stack counting function, then s(4) = 7.
Questions about the asymptotics for the stack function were first introduced by
the physicist Temperley [24] in 1952, who was studying particle configurations on
specific lattices. The entropy of the system depends on the exponential bound of
s(n), which had not been previously discovered. This was provided by Auluck in






This was proved using a different method by Wright in 1971 [26] and he also gave a




We specifically work with odd stacks, where each of the parts must be odd
along with the typical restrictions (2.5) and (2.6). Andrews studied combinatorial
properties of a related function (xo(q) in [6]), which counts odd stacks with specified
summits. The first new result of this thesis provides an asymptotic formula for
so(n), the number of odd stacks of size n.













Andrews also defined a “mixed parity stack” in [6] where the parts on the left
side of the stack up to the peak are odd, and the parts on the right side are even
(or vice-versa). We extend this idea to mixed congruence stacks, where the parts
on the left up to the peak are r (mod m) and on the right −r (mod m). More
4
formally, it is a sequence a1, . . . , ak, c, bs, . . . , b1 where
n = a1 + a2 + · · ·+ ak + c+ bs + · · ·+ b2 + b1,
and
ai ≡ r(mod m), c ≡ r(mod m), bj ≡ −r(mod m) for all i and j,
with the usual conditions
1 ≤ a1 ≤ a2 ≤ · · · ≤ ar ≤ c > bs ≥ · · · ≥ b2 ≥ b1.
We require that gcd(r,m) = 1, since if r and m share a common factor, we can
reduce down to a smaller case. It is also assumed that 1 ≤ r < m
2
.
The second major result in this work is an asymptotic formula for the number
of mixed congruence stacks of size n, denoted s(r,m).
















1.2 Outline of Thesis
The thesis will provide complete proofs of the main theorems and some compu-
tational results to demonstrate the accuracy of the asymptotic formulae that are
established. This introductory chapter just outlines the major theorems that lead
into the main results, but more detail will be given for each statement along the
way.
In Chapter 2, we provide preliminary definitions and results for additive enu-
meration problems. Generating functions for partitions and unimodal sequences
5
are established and the q-series notation that is necessary in the main proofs is
explained. Some historical context of the relevant theorems and results are also
discussed in full detail.
In Chapter 3, the proof of Theorem 1 is given following the circle method of
Wright used in [26]. Lemmas provided by Wright are expounded upon and adapted
for our formulation, and full details of the integral bounds are demonstrated. After
the proof of the main theorem, we provide some tables comparing actual values to
our exponential approximation and discuss error bounds.
In Chapter 4, the proof of Theorem 2 is shown. Again, the circle method of
Wright is used, although there are many significant differences from the previous
case. Establishing the modular inversion formula for our infinite products requires
special attention, and we must carefully treat the false theta function that arises
from the generating function. Some more computational results are shown for
smaller cases to test out the asymptotic expansion.
A full list of references is given. Some larger tables are provided in the appen-
dices for actual values of s(n), so(n), and s(r,m)(n). Also provided is the Maple code




When considering the ways to write a natural number n in terms of additive
parts, there are a lot of assumptions that can be made that completely change the
nature of the problem. One typical assumption is that the parts are all natural
numbers themselves, so that each part must be greater than 0. Ordering of the
parts also plays a major role.
As in many cases of number theory and combinatorics, the questions that gov-
ern these additive problems are simple. How can we write one number as a sum
of other numbers? Serious study of these problems goes back to Euler. It was not
until the early 1900’s when renowned combinatorist Major Percival MacMahon
[21] made great strides in calculating and computing large sizes of the partition
function that the breadth of the subject of additive enumeration was fully under-
stood. In 1918, when Srinivasa Ramanujan and G. Hardy published their paper
[11] for an asymptotic formula for the partition function, it was a ground-breaking
treatise that opened the door for a new era of mathematics combining complex
analysis, combinatorics, and number theory.
The physicist Temperley [24] posed questions for practical applications of these
enumerative functions when considering alignment of particles in crystal configu-
rations. If the particles stack evenly when allowed to fall in to place, the ways they
can align are a visual representation of these additive arithmetic ideas (see Figure
2.3). One can then calculate the probabilities that the crystals will form certain
configurations, which feeds into the statistical mechanics problems that Temperley
was studying.
7
The first case to consider is the number of compositions of a number n.
Definition. A composition is a way to break down an integer n ∈ N into parts
where order matters:
n = a1 + a2 + · · ·+ ar.
Order mattering means that we can have the same parts, but in different order
in separate, unique compositions. The compositions of 5 therefore are
5, 4 + 1, 3 + 2, 3 + 1 + 1, 2 + 3,
2 + 2 + 1, 2 + 1 + 2, 2 + 1 + 1 + 1, 1 + 4, 1 + 3 + 1,
1 + 2 + 2, 1 + 2 + 1 + 1, 1 + 1 + 3, 1 + 1 + 2 + 1, 1 + 1 + 1 + 2,
1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1.
The fundamental question is to ask how many there are for each n. The answer is
actually quite simple, which is why it is our beginning case:
Theorem 3. The number of compositions C(n) for any n ∈ N is 2n−1.
Proof. For the given n, write a 1 n times with spaces between them.
1 1 1 1 . . . 1.
Then either put a comma or a + sign in each of the spaces to form the different
compositions. There are two choices for each space and n− 1 spaces, so there are
2n−1 possibilities.
8
This case completes one side of the additive arithmetic problem under consid-
eration. The next case starts on the other side of the spectrum, and offers much
more of a challenge to solve.
2.1 Partitions
Partitions are an excellent example of the beauty inherent in number theory
and mathematics, where a simple question can have far-reaching and unsuspected
consequences. There are connections to modular forms, combinatorics, complex
analysis, and representation theory buried within the deep reaches of partition
theory. We start with the basic definition of partitions and lay down some of the
relevant theorems and results that are extended to the main results of the paper
(See [5] as a good reference for partitions).
Definition. A partition λ of a natural number n ∈ N is an ordered sum of
non-increasing integers (parts) λ1 . . . λr equaling n. Formally
λ 7→ λ1 + λ2 + · · ·+ λr = n
with
λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λr ≥ 1.
We can represent partitions visually which adds accessibility to them as a math-
ematical object. Usually, dots are used to represent partitions in what are called
“Ferrers graphs”, and they are typically drawn horizontally with the largest part
of the partitions at the top as seen in Figure 2.1.
For this paper, we focus on the “Young Tableaux” visual representation. Usually,
they are drawn like the Ferrers graphs, but we will rotate them so that the parti-
tions look like staircases that either stay on the same level or decrease as we move
9
FIGURE 2.1: Ferrers Graph for the partitions of size 5
from left to right as in Figure 2.2. This different approach will be made obvious in
the next section when we extend the idea of partitions to unimodal sequences and
beyond.
FIGURE 2.2: Young Tableaux for the partitions of size 5
We define the partition function p(n) as the number of partitions of size n. Hence
p(5) = 7. As the size of n grows, the partition function increases exponentially.
This can be seen in Table 2.1. In fact, finding the number of partitions for large
n is a rather difficult problem, and baffled many of the best mathematical minds.
Even approximating p(n) was difficult, until the problem was approached by the
mathematician Ramanujan, who was fascinated with the theory of partitions.
TABLE 2.1: Some small values of the partition function
n p(n) n p(n) n p(n) n p(n) n p(n)
1 1 6 11 11 56 16 231 21 792
2 2 7 15 12 77 17 297 22 1002
3 3 8 22 13 101 18 385 23 1255
4 5 9 30 14 135 19 490 24 1575
5 7 10 42 15 176 20 627 25 1958
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The generating function for partitions allows us to computationally calculate
out the number that exist for large n, rather than listing out all of the possibilities
by hand and counting them. Without loss of generality, we assume that there is 1
partition of size 0, specifically the “empty partition”. Thus,









(1− q)(1− q2)(1− q3) . . .
= (1 + q + q2 + q3 + . . . )(1 + q2 + q4 + q6 + . . . )
∗ (1 + q3 + q6 + q9 + . . . )(1 + q4 + q8 + q12 + . . . ) . . .
Each 1
1−q is a geometric series that expands into an infinite sum. When multiplying
these out, exponents are added together and contribute to the coefficient of the
powers in the final expansion. The partition
18 = 4 + 4 + 3 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 1
makes a contribution for the coefficient of q18 in the product expansion
P (q) =
1
(1− q)(1− q2)(1− q3)(1− q4) . . .
= (1 + q1∗1 + q1∗2 + q1∗3 + . . . )(1 + q2∗1 + q2∗2 + q2∗3 + . . . )
∗ (1 + q3∗1 + q3∗2 + q3∗3 + . . . )(1 + q4∗1 + q4∗2 + q4∗3 + . . . ) . . . ,
where for all of the other geometric series, we only multiply by 1.










= (q; q)−1∞ .
We turn our attention to some relevant results in the theory of partitions that
will help lead in to the original research done for this work. If we let po(n) denote
the number of partitions with parts that are specifically odd, then the generating
function is




n = (q; q2)−1∞ . (2.1)
Letting pd(n) be the number of partitions whose parts are distinct, where there is
only one of each size part showing up in a certain partition, then




n = (−q; q)∞. (2.2)
An important early result due to Euler (see [10] ) is that the number of odd
partitions of size n are the same, hence
pd(n) = po(n).
These kinds of identities between different kinds of partitions with various com-
binatorial definitions is part of what makes partition theory an interesting topic,
and the simplicity of the definitions make it accessible to the layman and experi-
enced mathematicians alike. There are countless relations such as these, and each
incorporates a different style when considering the proofs. Some famous relations
with higher meaning in a deeper context are the Rogers-Ramanujan identities and
the Göllnitz-Gordon identities (see [5] for a good reference and many examples).
A common problem when considering combinatorial objects is to guess how
many there are as we take higher and higher n. We saw in Table 2.1 that the
12
partition function grows quite rapidly. But to what degree does it grow? We now
turn our focus to understanding the asymptotics of this function, which require
the use of different methods in complex analysis and partition theory.
It was the celebrated theorem of Hardy and Ramanujan that first established
the precise asymptotic behavior of the partition function:












3 , we see in Table 2.2 that this approximation is very
close to the actual value for the partition function for significantly large n.
TABLE 2.2: Large partitions and asymptotics
n p(n) x(n)
100 190569292 199280893
1000 2.41 ∗ 1031 2.44 ∗ 1031
10000 3.62 ∗ 10106 3.63 ∗ 10106
Thus we can closely approximate how the partition grows with larger and larger
n. It is these style of results we seek in the main theorems of this work.
Let p(r,,m)(n) be the number of partitions where the parts are congruent to
r ( mod m). The following theorem has been shown several ways, and may be
found in [5]:




























Andrews also gives the case when the parts are allowed to be ±r (mod m). Letting















As one of the applications of partitions, when thinking about lattice structure of
crystals [24], there may be certain properties in the crystal that make use of (2.4),
especially the exponent, thus it is a relevant topic to investigate. It also invites
speculation into future possibilities in this area. In fact, we can take multiple
congruence relations and combine them in an extension of these kinds of ideas.
2.2 Unimodal Sequences
After partitions, the next step is to slightly relax the restrictions on the ordering.
A unimodal sequence of size n is a sequence of positive integers such that the parts
are listed in increasing order until a “ peak” is reached, and then the numbers
decrease on the other side of the peak. The term unimodal describes the single
“mode” or peak of the staircase.
Unimodality occurs naturally in a number of combinatorial functions including
certain polynomials whose coefficients have unimodal properties. One can look at
Richard Stanley’s book Enumerative Combinatorics [23] for some typical phenom-
ena and occurences of unimodality in enumeration problems.
One may even continue the idea of changing the restriction on the ordering of
the parts of a sequence of positive integers summing to n by adding more peaks.
Adding an increasing staircase on either side of a one-mode sequence would make a
14
“one-and-a-half mode” sequence creating another interesting combinatorial object.
These extend the idea of n-tuple partitions, which serve as a superset of “multi-
modal sequences”. Very little work has been done after the unimodal case, and
further studies in the future will attack these kinds of problems.
As in the summary on partitions, we will define and initialize the generating
functions for unimodal sequences and point to some important results in the liter-
ature for these interesting structures.
Definition. A unimodal sequence or “stack” of size n is a sequence of non-zero









1 ≤ a1 ≤ a2 ≤ · · · ≤ ar ≤ c > bs ≥ · · · ≥ b2 ≥ b1. (2.6)
Like partitions, the visual representation of these stacks brings more meaning to
the definitions. When drawing the parts in a Young Tableaux, one gets a staircase
that goes up on one side and comes down on the other. In Figure 2.3, we see the
stacks of size 4.
FIGURE 2.3: The stacks of size 4
The notation previously established for the q-factorial is still very relevant and
alleviates some tedium in the following analysis. If we let s(n) be the number of
15














(1− q)(1− q2)(1− q)
+
q3
(1− q)(1− q2)(1− q3)(1− q)(1− q2)
. . .
= q + 2q2 + 4q3 + 8q4 + 15q5 + 27q6 + 47q7 + . . .
Here, the index m increments over the peak of the stacks, and the geometric series
go up to the exponent of the peak on the left, and go up to one less than the
peak on the right. Note that here we have dropped the convention of including the
“empty” stack of size 0.
The stack function s(n) grows quickly as n increases. From Table 2.3, we can
see that it is probably infeasible to even list out all the stacks of size 10.
TABLE 2.3: The number of stacks for n = 1 . . . 25
n s(n) n s(n) n s(n) n s(n) n s(n)
1 1 6 27 11 330 16 2604 21 15880
2 2 7 47 12 512 17 3804 22 22277
3 4 8 79 13 784 18 5504 23 31048
4 8 9 130 14 1183 19 7898 24 43003
5 15 10 209 15 1765 20 11240 25 59220
The infinite sum for the generating function of stacks cannot be analyzed directly,
although it is useful for computing smaller values of the stack function. Using it in
its current form becomes computationally expensive around n = 1000, so it must
be adjusted before any asympotic formulas can be found. Fortunately, it can be










Analytic proofs for this formula can be found in [8] and [26], and a combinatorial
proof is also given by [23]. For a full expose of stacks and different variations of
unimodal sequences, see [13], [8], and [25]−[27]. Auluck first showed using the
constant term method that
s(n) ∼ 1






This was proven using a different method by Wright in 1971 [26] and he also




In relation to partitions, the constant in the exponent outstrips the asymptotics
for p(n). On the far end of the spectrum exists the exact number of compositions
at 2n−1 for any given n, and what happens in between is a mystery that must





We shift our attention to stacks whose parts have specific congruence relations.
Comparable to the situation with partitions, these restrictions have a major effect
on the asymptotic relations involved, and make for interesting analysis.Unlike with
the partition case, we will see that there are certain congruence relations that we
cannot consider, but we still attack the ones that are within reach.
A future investigation may be made into stacks that have parts that are not
congurent to a certain relation. This kind of cancellation will still allow the use of
eta-products and their transformations for infinite q-series over a certain base.
The first case to consider is when stacks have exclusively even parts. If we let
se(n) be the number of stacks of n with even parts, one can quickly tell that










= 1 + 1q2 + 2q4 + 4q6 + 8q8 + 15q10 + . . .
Even stacks are not particularly interesting as they can be obtained directly from
normal stacks by the fact that if {a1, a2, . . . ak, c, bl, . . . , b2, b− 1} is a normal stack
of size n, then {2a1, 2a2, . . . , 2ak, 2c, 2bl, . . . , 2b2, 2b1} is an even stack of size 2n.





) for n even
0 for n odd
. (3.1)
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The generating function can be rewritten as



























We consider the case for stacks whose parts must be odd. Denoting the number
of these stacks as so(n), the first few terms are easy to calculate by hand by listing
out the possible combinations. The odd stacks for n = 5 are shown in Figure 3.1.
FIGURE 3.1: The odd stacks for n = 5.


















(1− q)2(1− q3)2(1− q5)
+ . . .
= 1 + q + q2 + 2q3 + 3q4 + 5q5 + 8q6 + 12q7 + 18q8 + 26q9 + 37q10 + . . .
Again, the sum increments over the odd peak of size 2m − 1 and the geometric
series representing the left side of the stack go up to 1 − q2m−1 while the series
from the right can only go up to 1− q2m−3. In the case of odd summitted stacks,
19
there is an extra 1− q2m−1 term in the denominator as we can have the maximum
size to the left and right of the peak.
The behavior of this infinite summand is difficult to analyze and approximate
in this form. It can be used to pick off the lower-valued coefficients, but this gets
computationally expensive for larger numbers. It was used to list the first 50 values
of the odd stack function in Table 3.1.
TABLE 3.1: Odd stacks for n = 1 . . . 50.
n so(n) n so(n) n so(n) n so(n) n so(n)
1 1 11 52 21 881 31 8490 41 59764
2 1 12 72 22 1126 32 10444 42 71726
3 2 13 98 23 1434 33 12807 43 85912
4 3 14 133 24 1815 34 15660 44 102711
5 5 15 178 25 2288 35 19102 45 122562
6 8 16 236 26 2874 36 23236 46 145986
7 12 17 312 27 3594 37 28196 47 173592
8 18 18 408 28 4478 38 34138 48 206062
9 26 19 530 29 5562 39 41232 49 244204
10 37 20 686 30 6883 40 49692 50 288954
As with equation (2.7), we wish to find another form of the generating function




















Proof. One would expect the main term by looking at the summation form for the
standard stacks in (2.7). Because of some slight hiccups when dealing with odd
parts, the combinatorial mechanics used by Stanley in [23] cannot be replicated,
with the source of the problem being the other sum, which serves as a remainder
term.
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We need the following formula from Ramanujan’s ”lost notebook”, a proof of





(1 + aq)(1 + aq2) . . . (1 + aqn)(1 + bq) . . . (1 + bqn)
































(1− q)(1− q3)2(1− q5)2 . . .
.
Multiplying everything by q




































The first term on the right-hand-side makes up our main term. The second sum-
mation is a remainder term that we can manipulate to demonstrate the sparsity






















Multiplying by−1, the left side of the equation is exactly the right-most summation
in (3.5). Now expanding out the right hand side, and noting that the terms cancel
when n = 0, we have finished the proof.
In [6], Andrews showed a similar formula for odd stacks with summits (Theorem
2 for xo(q)), where the peak is explicitly specified in each stack.
3.2 Asymptotic Analysis














(−1)kq3k2+2k + (−1)k−1q3k2−2k. (3.9)








= q − q5 − q8 + q16 + q21 − q33 − q44 + q56 + . . . .
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The coefficients are quadratically distributed and insignificant when compared with
those of the main term as they only contribute ±1, even for large values of q.
This remainder term was originally surprising and found computationally by
subtracting from the actual amount of odd stacks the main term that was ex-
pected from following Stanley’s proof. These terms are the “generalized octagonal
numbers”, but the distribution of the plus and minus signs are quite strange.
There must be some combinatorial reasoning behind these remainder terms, but
so far, the explanation is beyond reach. As these terms contribute very little to the













By (3.7), so(n) ∼ v(n), so this will effectively determine the asymptotic result for
odd stacks, which is our main theorem of the chapter.






















The function L(q) is a “false theta function”. It is false in the regards that
it does not observe the same functional equations that a normal theta function
would follow, although it has a similar shape. Without these nice transformations,
it becomes tougher to analyze than a typical theta function.
We must know what kind of contribution the false theta function contributes to
the main term. Plugging 2z in for z in Lemma 1 of [26] (p. 110), we can rewrite
L(q) in powers of z, with a way to express coefficients up to a desired power.
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Lemma 8. If |arg(z)| < π
2






















The circle method, when used by Hardy and Ramanujan to prove their asymp-
totic formula for the partition function, represented a major shift in thinking and
ushered in a new era of using complex analysis to solve difficult problems and find
coefficients of generating functions. The method can be summarized in a few steps
which will be followed thusly:
1. Use Cauchy’s formula to transform coefficients of generating functions into
integrals,
2. Integrate over an appropriate circle that will allow easier calculations,
3. Bound the integrals over the major and minor arcs,
4. Manipulate the integrals to avoid or shift around simple poles.
Before using the circle method, we need another way to represent the infinite q-
series in the main term (3.10). The modular inversion formula of the Dedekind









































What we have in (3.13) is referred to as an ”eta-quotient”. The Dedekind-Eta
function is
η(τ) := q1/24(q; q)∞
and forms one of the initial examples of modular forms (it is a holomorphic modular
form of weight 1
2
). These eta-quotients are weakly holomorphic modular forms for
certain congruence subgroups. Because of the nice transformation formulas, we are
able to come up with a good exponential bound for these eta-quotients.
To better follow the circle method used by Wright in [26], we similarly adopt
the convention of using x = e−z instead of q = e2πiτ . With this notation, we make
the transformation τ → iz
2π

















































































 z + π2
6
≥ 0.












In the x−plane, we now define the circle C to be the circle where |x| = e−κ =
e
− π√
6(n+ 112 ) . Breaking this circle into two parts, let C1 be the major arc where
|arg(x)| ≤ 6κ (this choice for the size of the arc is explained in Remark 10), and
let C2 = C − C1 be the minor arc (see Figure 3.2).
The major arc establishes the main asymptotic bound at the major pole of x = 1.
The minor arc accounts for the other part of the circle away from the pole at x = 1.


























which incorporates the asymptotic bound we found in Lemma 8. We will see in











so we need to show that v(n) is approximated by
∑
s αsvs(n) with a small error








Proof. We take the difference between v(n) and
∑k−1
s=0 αsvs(n), break the problem



























To bound E1, consider the function




∣∣∣e(n+ 112 )z∣∣∣ ∣∣∣eπ26z ∣∣∣ .






. Using our arithmetic-
geometric mean inequality (3.16),
1
2



































For the integral E1, we are on C1 so |z| ≤ |κ+ 6κi| = O(κ). Along with Lemma





∣∣∣∣∣ |z|k  κk. (3.21)
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To bound E2, we know from our modular inversion formula (3.14) that
∣∣(x;x2)2∞ − w(z)∣∣ ∣∣∣w(z)e− 2π2z ∣∣∣ . (3.22)


















∣∣∣e− 4π2z ∣∣∣ ≤ e− 4π2√37κ ∼ e−cN for some c > 0.
















 N−me2N for any m.
When working with E3, we are far away from the simple pole at x = 1, so we
can consider the logarithm in order to bound the integral on the minor arc. Taking
29
the log of the infinite product turns it in to a sum of infinite logs;








− log(1− xh) + log(1− x2h).
Using the Taylor Series
























































































































On all of C , |x| = e−κ so plugging in τ = iκ
2π









On C2, we have that |arg(x)| > 6κ, so
1− x = 1− e−κ−Im(z)
 1− (1− κ) (cos(6κ)− i sin(6κ))
∼ 1− (1− κ)(1− i sin(6κ))
∼ κ− i6κ















Plugging (3.25), (3.26), and (3.27) into (3.24), we see
∣∣log(x;x2)−1∞ ∣∣ π26κ − 1κ + 1√37κ. (3.28)

































Remark 10. Notice here that one could have chosen any c > 5.54327 when defin-
ing the arc |arg(x)| > cκ on C2 to ensure that there is an exponential savings over











Comparing the terms for each of the integrals, it is easy to see that all Ei satisfy
the claimed bound.
Now that we have shown that the error bound comparing v(n) to the approxi-













where I−s−1 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind [1].
Proof. Let D be the rectangle whose endpoints are ±κ ± 6κi (traversed counter-
clockwise) as seen on the right side of Figure 3.3. Now we want to integrate over
C1 D2
x−plane z−plane
FIGURE 3.3: The transformation of the circle onto the z-plane






























































as the term over D ′ is exactly the integral form of the modified Bessel function [1].
In the t−plane on the contour D ′, the endpoints of the rectangle are now given by







∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∫ 1−6i
−1−6i
|ts|
∣∣∣eN(t+ 1t )∣∣∣ dt.





= u + u
36+u2
. This function is







∣∣∣∣ e 38N37 .







∣∣∣∣ e 38N37 .






















and we have bounded the other terms, thus
vs(n) = Ws +O(e
38N/37).
Now we must put it all together to finish off Theorem 1. From Propositions 9









We use Hankel’s approximation for the Bessel Function in Proposition 11 (given











2 + 8s+ 3
24N
+



























































3.3 Some Computational Results
We are interested in the accuracy of our asymptotic formula. From (3.31) we


















Then in Table 3.2, we have a good visual comparison for so(n) versus x(n) for
every 200 values of n. The error term is calculated by
x(n)− so(n)
so(n)
After n > 1200, the error becomes less than 2% and gets smaller for larger n.
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TABLE 3.2: Odd Stacks and the Asymptotic Comparison
n so(n) x(n) Error
200 8.11805419× 1012 8.53219581× 1012 0.05101488730
400 1.643858100× 1019 1.702157640× 1019 0.03546506850
600 1.241596810× 1024 1.277279220× 1024 0.02873913400
800 1.672428800× 1028 1.713866250× 1028 0.02477680720
1000 7.428956630× 1031 7.593083590× 1031 0.02209286910
1200 1.495288490× 1035 1.525376810× 1035 0.02012208360
1400 1.648770140× 1038 1.679431500× 1038 0.01859650070
1600 1.127582010× 1041 1.147168800× 1041 0.01737061950
1800 5.215002110× 1043 5.300308540× 1043 0.01635788900
2000 1.737396460× 1046 1.764331160× 1046 0.01550290890
2200 4.373452080× 1048 4.438042710× 1048 0.01476879700
2400 8.633254960× 1050 8.755237820× 1050 0.01412941720
2600 1.376599020× 1053 1.395274150× 1053 0.01356613860
2800 1.816193780× 1055 1.839922140× 1055 0.01306488290
3000 2.022331330× 1057 2.047843550× 1057 0.01261525130
3200 1.932342260× 1059 1.955933820× 1059 0.01220879060
3400 1.606788770× 1061 1.625811680× 1061 0.01183908700
3600 1.176783970× 1063 1.190318110× 1063 0.01150095460
3800 7.670180640× 1064 7.756010420× 1064 0.01119005980
4000 4.489621080× 1066 4.538571540× 1066 0.01090302700
4200 2.378760090× 1068 2.404062740× 1068 0.01063690830
4400 1.148858730× 1070 1.160794540× 1070 0.01038927740
4600 5.089272120× 1071 5.140969610× 1071 0.01015813080
4800 2.079345890× 1073 2.100017980× 1073 0.009941629760




The next goal was to explore other congruence relations, but the techniques
that currently exist cannot find non-trivial asymptotics for any stacks with parts
specifically congruent to a (mod b). What we can do is deal with mixed congruence
stacks, as we are able to use various forms of Heine’s transformation formula for
hypergeometric series to manipulate the generating functions. The infinite q-series
that emerge satisfy nice modular properties that allow us to bound them and derive
asymptotic formulas, as was done in the previous chapter.
Definition. A mixed congruence stack is a unimodal sequence where on one side
the parts are all congruent to r (mod m) and on the other side, the parts are −r
(mod m) for 1 ≤ r ≤ m/2 and gcd(r,m) = 1. More formally, it is a sequence
a1, . . . , ak, c, bs, . . . , b1 where
n = a1 + a2 + · · ·+ ak + c+ bs + · · ·+ b2 + b1
and
ai ≡ r(mod m), c ≡ r(mod m), bj ≡ −r(mod m) for all i and j,
with the usual conditions
1 ≤ a1 ≤ a2 ≤ · · · ≤ ar ≤ c > bs ≥ · · · ≥ b2 ≥ b1.
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Letting s(r,m) be the number of “mixed stacks” with parts satisfying these con-











Like the case for regular and odd stacks, the k index in the generating function
refers to the height of the peak. Then we have parts up to km+ r on the left and
parts up to km−r on the right of the stack. Shown in Figure 4.1, we see the mixed
stacks for the relation 1 (mod 4) of size 12.
FIGURE 4.1: Mixed congruence stacks for s(1,4)(12)
The main theorem of the chapter provides an asymptotic formula for mixed
stacks dependent on r and m.


























4.1 Proof of Theorem 2
Mixed stacks as a more general case offer a broader class of stacks that even in-
cludes the odd case when taking r = 1 and m = 2. Much of the proof of the main
result follows the same methodology of the previous chapter, demonstrating the
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power of the circle method as refined by Wright. As the parameters r and m add
another level of complexity to the problem, we must be careful when establishing
the modular inversions of our infinite product that comes from rewriting the gen-
erating function. Once we have accomplished this goal, we can slightly manipulate
the techniques from the case of odd stacks to garner the main result.
One of the beautiful equations from Ramanunjan’s Lost Notebook is given as
























Sending q 7→ qm and a 7→ −q−r, multiplying by qr

















−3rn (1− q(2n+1)m−2r) . (4.4)
Much like equation (3.4) for the odd case, we have a sparse remainder term plus



























S(r,m)(q) = H(q) +R(q).
As before, the R(q) offers contributions to the size of the mixed stacks rather
sparsely and s(r,m)(n) ∼ h(n). Thus we turn our attention to the main term H(q).



























In the case for large m, we must use some more advanced techniques to establish
a modular inversion formula for the general case.























We offer two ways to prove this proposition, although the second is important
in establishing the modular transformations used in the first. However, as Klein
forms offer an interesting look into the connection between partitions, stacks, and
modular forms on congruence subgroups, it is significant to keep the ideas used in
both proofs.
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where the roots of unity ζn := e
2πi/n are used. These Klein forms observe a trans-
formation law for γ =
 a b
c d








where ra+ sc and rb+ sd are given modulo m. In particular, we let s = 0, N = m,



























Now t(r,0)(mτ) is a weight 1 modular form on the congruence subgroup Γ1(m) and






























1− e− 2πimτ (rτ+n)
)(
1− e 2πimτ (rτ−n)
) .
(4.14)









)e(−πir(m−r)m +πim6 )τ+ πi6mτ (1 +O (e−2πimτ )) . (4.15)
The second proof directly uses theta functions.
Proof. One of the reasons that we can study this particular congruence is that it
can be expressed in terms of Jacobi’s theta function (see [9] for a good reference),
which is









and has an equivalent product form by the Triple Product Identity,





The theta function satisfies the following transformation formulas:












τ Θ(w; τ). (4.19)
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The Dedekind eta function satisfies the inversion formula ( similar to that of









We can express our function in terms of the theta functions under a certain trans-
formation. Indeed, the proof of the transformation formula for the Klein forms is
derived from the transformation properties of the theta function and eta function.



























where by plugging in r
m
for w and −1
mτ





































































Finally, plugging (4.23) and (4.25) into (4.21), we have
Fr,m(q) =


















































































)e−(m12+ r22m− r2)z+ π23mz (1 +O (e−4π2mz )) . (4.27)
The generalized false theta function is a little more difficult to manipulate us-






and showed the following:





∣∣∣∣fa,b(τ)− (−12 + b8(−2πiτ) + ab32(−2πiτ)2 + b(6a2 − b2)384 (−2πiτ)3
)∣∣∣∣ < cy4.
(4.29)












(n+1) = q2rfm,−m−4r(q). (4.30)
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Now letting z = −2πiτ , we can find constants for the false theta function in powers
of z.
Lemma 15. For |arg(z)| < π
2















Remark 16. We effectively reset the notation used from the previous chapter to
pertain to mixed stacks. All terminology is exclusively restricted to this chapter,
although it mirrors the methodology used before.























)e( r(m−r)2m −m12+n)z+ π23mz .

































Note that this κ aligns with that of the previous chapter when r = 1 and m = 2.
Hence we now have the circle C = e−κ that we wish to integrate over. The major
arc C1 is where arg(x) < ρκ for fixed ρ > 0 (this choice of ρ will be explained
later). The minor arc is the rest of the circle C2 = C − C1 away from the pole at


































The goal will be to show that the difference between h(n)−
∑k−1
s=0 αshs(n) is asymp-
totically less than e2N .











































∣∣w(z)x−n∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣e( r(m−r)2m −m12+n)z∣∣∣ ∣∣∣e π23mz ∣∣∣ ,






























∣∣∣∣∣ |z|k  κk. (4.37)





















= O(κke2N) = O(N−ke2N). (4.38)
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The modular inversion formula in (4.32) shows that
∣∣∣∣( (xr, xm−r;xm)∞ − w(z))∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣w(z)e−2π2mz ∣∣∣ . (4.39)







∣∣∣∣∣ = O(1). (4.40)


















As we move away from the pole at x = 1 along the minor arc, there are still some
problematic spots, specifically at mth roots of unity. We must separately handle
the cases where we are near and far away from these roots.
Firstly, suppose x on C2 is not close to a root of unity. Explicitly, we have that
x = e−κ+iy and want to insure that y is sufficiently far enough from a root of unity,




Now we can use the logarithm for a good asymptotic expansion:


























The Taylor Series Expansion for log(1− xk) is























































The sum on the right is a geometric series, so







Now taking the absolute value, we can bound the log term:
| log(F (q))| =

















































Now |x| = e−κ, so by our modular inversion formula


















Plugging (4.44), (4.45), and (4.46) into (4.43), we have that
















































The goal was to beat the bound e2N , hence we motivate the choice for the constant
ρ > 0, and have successfully bounded E3 under the assumption that x was away
from a root of unity.
Suppose now that x is close to a mth root of unity and gcd(r,m) = 1 (otherwise
we can reduce the case down). Following the techniques used by Bringmann and
Mahlburg in [15], we want to shift away from the root of unit by a small amount
that still allows us to use the periodicity of the theta functions.
The mth roots of unity for x = e−z exist at z = κ− 2πia
m
for 1 ≤ a ≤ m− 1. We
shift by 2πk
m




∣∣ < ρN . With this shift in mind, we can
rewrite












where ζm = e
2πi
m and z′ = κ− 2πi(a−k)
m














ζ(kr (mod m))m e






















= 1 − bkr
m
c is the fractional part. Then we can express this in












































































































































Bounding this term and noticing that 2φ(1− φ) > 0 for gcd(r,m) = 1,














= eN(2−c) for some c > 0,
hence we still receive our exponential savings over e2N . Thus we have successfully
handled the case when x is close to an mth root of unity and have shown that
hs(n) is still a good approximation. We have essentially broken up the minor arcs











Lastly, we need to bound the approximating integral hs, and calculate out the
final asymptotic result. The technique is similar to the previous chapter, where we














Proof. The proof follows exactly the same method as in the odd case, except



































































In the t−plane on the contour D ′, the endpoints of the rectangle are now given by







∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∫ 1−ρi
−1−ρi
|ts|
∣∣∣eN(t+ 1t )∣∣∣ dt.







. This function is







∣∣∣∣ e (ρ2+2)Nρ2+1 .
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∣∣∣∣ e (ρ2+2)Nρ2+1 .





















and we have bounded the other terms, thus

















We have κ = 3mN
π2
. If we use Hankel’s approximation for the Bessel function in


















2 + 8s+ 3
24N
+











































, and when s = 0, the coeffi-



























We would like to see the precision of the asymptotic formula, and check that the











It is easy to see that x(1,3)(n) provides a good approximation of s(1,3)(n) in Table
4.1. The constants are now very close, and the order of growth is clearly similar.
TABLE 4.1: Large values of s(1,3)(n) versus the asymptotic formula
n s(1,3)(n) x(1,3)(n)
50 1.1369× 104 1.1976× 104
100 3.1671× 106 3.286× 106
150 2.6053× 108 2.684× 108
200 1.1151× 1010 1.144× 1010
250 3.1201× 1011 3.193× 1011
300 6.4320× 1012 6.568× 1012
350 1.0499× 1014 1.070× 1014
400 1.4227× 1015 1.449× 1015
450 1.6547× 1016 1.683× 1016
500 1.6924× 1017 1.72× 1017
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The error, as expected, falls within the range of n−1/2, as this would be the next
term in the asymptotic expansion.
In the case with modulo 5 and larger bases, the r = 1 stack relation will always
be larger than the other congruences, yet they are of the same order and differ by
a ratio that can be calculated using the constants in terms of r. In this case, the
difference is a ratio of csc (π/5)
csc (2π/5)
. Again, Table 4.2 shows the quality of x(1,5)(n) and
x(2,5) as approximations of the number of mixed stacks with base 5. The relative
error is of order n−1/2 due to the truncated terms of the asymptotic expansion.
TABLE 4.2: Values for s(1,5), s(2,5) and the asymptotic formulas
n s(1,5)(n) x(1,5)(n) s(2,5)(n) x(2,5)(n)
50 549 551 309 340
100 37778 37955 21816 23458
150 1069054 1.07× 106 625183 6.6326× 106
200 1.8640514× 107 1.870× 107 1.0984153× 107 1.1559× 107
250 2.36608672× 108 2.373× 108 1.40148552× 108 1.46660× 108
300 2.3879880× 109 2.394× 109 1.419853827× 109 1.4798× 109
350 2.0215725788× 1010 2.0265× 1010 1.2055380004× 1010 1.2524× 1010
400 1.487166661× 1011 1.4905× 1011 8.88954532× 1010 9.2120× 1011
450 9.746112753× 1012 9.7668× 1012 5.83714717× 1012 6.0362× 1012




We have effectively used the circle method of Wright [26] along with some im-
portant refinements found in [15]. A new class of unimodal sequences has been
found and analyzed.
5.1 Final Results
The final results of this work are the asymptotic formula for odd stacks and an
asymptotic formula for mixed congruence stacks.





























In Table 3.2 we computationally demonstrated the accuracy of the asymptotic
formula for odd stacks. There are some closely related questions to these for slightly
augmented stacks that can be explored in the future.
5.2 Future Work
This area of restricted unimodal sequences is full of possible questions that can
be explored in future work. Different congruence relations and restrictions on the
parts of stacks will be interesting ways to approach new problems. We still need to
solve the problem of stacks with a specific congruence on all of the parts. What has
yielded better results is a stack that has parts not congruent to a certain modulo
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class. These allow the use of eta-quotients and the modular transformations that
they bring.
Adding even more restrictions on shapes of the unimodal sequence adds a whole
new layer to the stacks that are already in place. In [13], Bringmann and Mahlburg
explore asymptotics of different variations of stacks that have intriguing practical
applications.
If we specify the summit for a stack, this fixes the peak for the sequence and
we are left with a partition up to the size of the peak on the left and right. These
“stacks with summits” add an interesting wrinkle to each kind of stacks.
Essentially, one can think of these summitted stacks as “double partitions”, as
can be seen from the generating function. These serve as a super-set of stacks,
although their asymptotic formulas are similar. In [6], Andrews presents these as
“convex compositions” and even analyzes them in the odd case.
Other types of stacks include receding, strict, left-strict with the option of spec-
ifying the summit in each of them. Exploring congruence relations on the different
kinds of stacks will yield asymptotic results similar to those of this paper.
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Appendix A: Tables of Values
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TABLE 5.2: Table of Mixed Congruence Stack Values
n s(1,3)(n) s(1,5)(n) s(2,5)(n) s(1,7)(n) s(2,7)(n) s(3,7)(n)
1 1 1 0 1 0 0
2 1 1 1 1 1 0
3 1 1 0 1 0 1
4 2 1 1 1 1 0
5 2 1 0 1 0 0
6 3 2 1 1 1 1
7 4 2 1 1 0 0
8 6 2 1 2 1 0
9 7 2 1 2 1 1
10 10 3 2 2 1 1
11 12 4 1 2 1 0
12 17 5 3 2 1 1
13 20 5 2 2 1 1
14 27 6 4 3 2 1
15 32 7 3 4 1 1
16 42 9 5 5 3 1
17 50 10 5 5 1 2
18 64 12 6 5 4 2
19 76 13 7 5 2 1
20 96 16 9 6 4 3
21 114 18 9 7 3 3
22 141 22 12 9 4 2
23 167 24 12 10 5 3
24 205 28 16 11 5 5
25 242 31 16 11 6 3
26 294 37 20 12 6 4
Continued on next page
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Table 5.2 – continued from previous page
n s(1,3)(n) s(1,5)(n) s(2,5)(n) s(1,7)(n) s(2,7)(n) s(3,7)(n)
27 346 41 22 13 7 6
28 417 47 26 16 9 6
29 489 52 28 18 8 5
30 585 61 34 21 11 8
31 684 68 36 22 9 8
32 813 78 43 24 14 8
33 948 86 46 25 12 9
34 1120 98 55 28 16 12
35 1303 109 59 31 15 11
36 1531 124 69 36 18 12
37 1776 137 75 39 20 14
38 2077 155 86 43 21 17
39 2403 171 94 45 24 16
40 2799 193 108 49 25 18
41 3229 214 117 53 28 21
42 3747 241 135 60 32 24
43 4312 265 146 66 32 22
44 4986 297 167 74 39 27
45 5724 327 181 79 37 31
46 6597 366 205 85 47 31
47 7556 403 224 90 45 32
48 8682 449 252 99 54 41
49 9922 493 275 108 55 41
50 11369 549 309 120 61 43
51 12964 603 337 130 67 49
52 14816 669 377 141 71 55
53 16860 734 410 149 79 55
54 19221 812 459 161 84 62
55 21830 890 499 173 91 68
56 24829 984 556 191 101 74
57 28146 1077 606 208 104 76
58 31943 1187 672 227 120 86
59 36144 1299 732 242 120 94
60 40936 1430 811 260 140 100
61 46238 1563 881 276 142 104
62 52266 1718 975 300 160 120
63 58936 1875 1060 324 168 126
64 66496 2057 1169 354 183 132
65 74861 2244 1270 380 198 145
Continued on next page
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Table 5.2 – continued from previous page
n s(1,3)(n) s(1,5)(n) s(2,5)(n) s(1,7)(n) s(2,7)(n) s(3,7)(n)
66 84314 2459 1399 409 210 162
67 94772 2679 1519 434 229 165
68 106560 2931 1669 466 244 180
69 119597 3190 1812 499 263 198
70 134258 3486 1988 542 286 213
71 150464 3793 2156 583 299 220
72 168649 4139 2363 630 332 245
73 188742 4497 2560 671 343 263
74 211242 4902 2801 717 383 278
75 236091 5323 3035 763 396 295
76 263861 5795 3314 820 436 327
77 294515 6288 3589 879 459 344
78 328711 6838 3914 949 495 366
79 366436 7412 4236 1014 532 394
80 408450 8053 4614 1085 564 430
81 454770 8723 4990 1152 609 449
82 506275 9467 5429 1230 647 482
83 563024 10247 5868 1312 692 521
84 626030 11110 6378 1410 745 559
85 695408 12015 6887 1508 784 583
86 772324 13017 7477 1616 854 634
87 856965 14067 8073 1718 890 681
88 950676 15224 8752 1830 974 719
89 1053731 16442 9443 1942 1017 761
90 1167685 17780 10231 2075 1102 831
91 1292916 19188 11030 2213 1163 875
92 1431223 20733 11938 2369 1244 927
93 1583118 22359 12864 2522 1328 995
94 1750678 24138 13910 2686 1408 1070
95 1934579 26016 14980 2846 1506 1121
96 2137218 28065 16185 3028 1598 1200
97 2359473 30227 17419 3217 1701 1284
98 2604116 32584 18803 3434 1818 1368
99 2872263 35071 20228 3656 1916 1438
100 3167122 37778 21816 3895 2063 1545
101 3490096 40639 23454 4129 2161 1646
102 3844898 43745 25279 4383 2331 1742
103 4233279 47026 27161 4642 2445 1840
104 4659533 50587 29251 4936 2622 1981
Continued on next page
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Table 5.2 – continued from previous page
n s(1,3)(n) s(1,5)(n) s(2,5)(n) s(1,7)(n) s(2,7)(n) s(3,7)(n)
105 5125830 54350 31414 5244 2768 2093
106 5637133 58426 33804 5582 2945 2211
107 6196114 62737 36286 5921 3129 2354
108 6808514 67398 39021 6282 3311 2519
109 7477598 72328 41860 6644 3524 2644
110 8210009 77656 44986 7043 3728 2811
111 9009712 83291 48237 7461 3954 2996
112 9884396 89370 51802 7926 4204 3177
113 10838859 95804 55516 8404 4430 3340
114 11881995 102736 59585 8916 4731 3567
115 13019587 110072 63824 9428 4966 3782
116 14261917 117972 68457 9977 5309 3993
117 15615936 126330 73295 10544 5577 4218
118 17093531 135318 78566 11170 5940 4501
119 18703020 144834 84078 11824 6263 4746
120 20458148 155056 90075 12535 6636 5013
121 22368835 165875 96344 13255 7028 5312
122 24450974 177490 103159 14019 7418 5647
123 26716364 189781 110291 14797 7862 5937
124 29183372 202962 118024 15639 8301 6284
125 31866002 216917 126125 16521 8775 6663
126 34785467 231867 134900 17485 9293 7050
127 37958350 247690 144093 18481 9783 7408
128 41409151 264633 154035 19540 10389 7863
129 45157455 282562 164463 20616 10908 8318
130 49231553 301744 175720 21759 11591 8764
131 53654521 322047 187534 22944 12173 9236
132 58459020 343748 200275 24232 12903 9808
133 63672195 366711 213644 25579 13587 10326
134 69331727 391245 228049 27023 14349 10880
135 75469493 417202 243176 28505 15149 11498
136 82128945 444912 259444 30066 15961 12167
137 89347455 474232 276539 31669 16858 12781
138 97175117 505508 294909 33388 17761 13495
139 105655662 538594 314211 35186 18727 14255
140 114846822 573872 334932 37124 19767 15035
141 124799687 611185 356714 39136 20783 15796
142 135580765 650941 380070 41262 21978 16696
143 147249661 692990 404629 43440 23064 17606
Continued on next page
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Table 5.2 – continued from previous page
n s(1,3)(n) s(1,5)(n) s(2,5)(n) s(1,7)(n) s(2,7)(n) s(3,7)(n)
144 159882949 737764 430941 45745 24398 18527
145 173550078 785110 458606 48139 25608 19487
146 188339166 835504 488223 50709 27040 20600
147 204331024 888781 519378 53398 28427 21663
148 221627014 945451 552686 56258 29945 22780
149 240321041 1005362 587733 59205 31534 24002
150 260529649 1069054 625183 62306 33159 25324
151 282361817 1136372 664579 65504 34928 26573
152 305951485 1207909 706646 68905 36725 27978
153 331424987 1283502 750911 72464 38637 29480
154 358936169 1363789 798133 76261 40675 31016
155 388631320 1448624 847829 80208 42704 32545
156 420687057 1538680 900811 84366 45010 34300
157 455272600 1633813 956562 88648 47195 36079
158 492590610 1734764 1015962 93159 49749 37895
159 532836615 1841384 1078480 97854 52165 39803
160 576243049 1954470 1145031 102850 54921 41934
161 623035604 2073894 1215078 108072 57647 44021
162 673480729 2200500 1289610 113597 60587 46223
163 727838686 2334170 1368044 119309 63665 48585
164 786414746 2475831 1451450 125301 66827 51114
165 849508762 2625365 1539232 131505 70230 53587
166 917470295 2783768 1632512 138062 73712 56292
167 990644498 2950951 1730691 144915 77391 59164
168 1069431449 3127975 1834964 152182 81293 62132
169 1154228081 3314770 1944696 159740 85230 65110
170 1245492059 3512497 2061185 167676 89592 68438
171 1343679459 3721092 2183775 175879 93839 71853
172 1449313554 3941805 2313829 184492 98648 75343
173 1562917953 4174615 2450692 193457 103319 79001
174 1685090614 4420856 2595828 202945 108514 83025
175 1816432193 4680536 2748538 212850 113729 87020
176 1957625631 4955113 2910400 223282 119295 91218
177 2109359429 5244612 3080711 234094 125116 95702
178 2272413195 5550604 3261128 245410 131121 100449
179 2447575495 5873177 3450953 257142 137520 105173
180 2635735833 6214009 3651961 269496 144103 110287
181 2837796700 6573230 3863412 282390 151032 115671
182 3054772465 6952672 4087234 295994 158337 121245
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Table 5.2 – continued from previous page
n s(1,3)(n) s(1,5)(n) s(2,5)(n) s(1,7)(n) s(2,7)(n) s(3,7)(n)
183 3287695254 7352501 4322673 310150 165774 126915
184 3537721221 7774695 4571758 324975 173880 133108
185 3806029909 8219501 4833753 340326 181912 139489
186 4093938392 8689035 5110833 356408 190801 146061
187 4402793744 9183609 5402228 373146 199600 152916
188 4734095603 9705532 5710277 390776 209207 160346
189 5089381305 10255176 6034220 409169 218950 167837
190 5470357495 10835034 6376531 428474 229273 175665
191 5878777456 11445587 6736466 448499 240054 183966
192 6316582444 12089505 7116679 469427 251198 192738
193 6785770725 12767366 7516398 491142 263006 201551
194 7288549295 13482083 7938495 513927 275178 210985
195 7827194175 14234325 8382208 537694 287953 220911
196 8404213218 15027235 8850567 562666 301375 231177
197 9022197188 15861629 9342860 588645 315113 241680
198 9683994408 16740884 9862336 615804 329901 253026
199 10392552068 17665952 10408267 643953 344745 264723
200 11151103605 18640514 10984153 673380 360898 276798
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Appendix B: Sample Maple Code
Maple 17 was used to generate this code. All rights reserved to MapleSoft.
Maple was chosen as the language of choice due to the “series” functionality. When
expanding in q powers as we do so often, it is quick and easy to implement. Most
series expansions are written in terms of the simplest generating functions, and no
effort was made to optimize the algorithms. Calculating the false theta function
and infinite q-series and then multiplying out to get the series expansion would










A quick check to make sure that V = D1-V1.
Even Stacks
This is the Target Series that Odd Stacks should be close to from following Stanley.
A check to see that they are close, plus/minus a few terms. This is the series of remainder terms.
My previous answer for a formula for the remainder terms.
The remainder series shows up in a much nicer form when using "Ramanujan's Formula". 
(4)
Thus we have found an alternate formula for Odd Stacks, which we can show by using 
"Ramanujan's Formula".
The Asymptotic Formula for Odd Stacks
Example of Creating Mixed Congruence Stacks for fixed r and m
Example for Building Arrays that can be easily exported to LaTeX
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